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Previous Clarifications

Responded Date : 14/10/2019

Subject: Clarification with respect to submitted IIQA

Remark by
NAAC:

1. Provide the clarification with supporting documents for change of institution name in the following University Affiliation Letter, AISHE
Certificate and Website. 2. Affiliation for the current academic year (2019-20) from the affiliating university. 3. AISHE certificate with the
institution name as mentioned in the IIQA to be provided 4. Courses which are currently running in the institution should be mentioned in
IIQA, Self declaration and the same courses should be mentioned in the Website also

Response:

Clarification with respect to submitted IIQA on 30.09.2019 as follows :- Response 1: We are clarifying that the name of college is
Government College Balrampur, Distt- Balrampur- Ramanujganj (Chhattisgarh) as this is supported by University affiliation letter, UGC
recognition 2(f) and 12(b) and the Directory of AISHE. University affiliation letter and College website shows the college name as
Government College Balrampur but uploaded AISHE certificate shows the college name as Government Navin College Balrampur. In this
regard we have requested to the State Level Officer AISHE Raipur to amend the college name as Government College Balrampur by
removing Navin word. They rectified the name of the college as Government College Balrampur, which is reflecting in AISHE directory
with the same AISHE ID C-9750.The name of the college in the AISHE certificate is going to reflect whenever AISHE data will be
uploaded for the current survey year 2019-20 for that link not opened yet. In addition to stated above the District Collector of Balrampur–
Ramanujganj has also clarified that Government College Balrampur or Government Navin College Balrampur is the same. Required
documents are uploaded. Response 2: Affiliation letter for the current academic year 2019-20 is uploaded. Response 3: AISHE certificate
shows the college name as Government Navin College Balrampur. In this regard we have requested to the State Level Officer AISHE
Raipur to amend the college name as Government College Balrampur by removing Navin word. They rectified the name of the college as
Government College Balrampur, which is reflecting in AISHE directory with the same AISHE ID C-9750.The name of the college in the
AISHE certificate is going to reflect whenever AISHE data will be uploaded for the current survey year 2019-20 for that link not opened
yet. In addition to stated above the District Collector of Balrampur–Ramanujganj has also clarified that Government College Balrampur or
Government Navin College Balrampur is the same. Required documents are uploaded. Response 4: The Courses running in the college
are mentioned in IIQA, self-declaration and website identically. Currently in this college Programme are running in M.A Hindi, M.Sc.
Chemistry,B.Com., B.Sc. in general with subject Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Botany, Zoology, Computer Science and B.A. in
general with subject History, Sociology, Political Science, Hindi literature, English Literature in different combination.
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